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Manufacturer: 
 

Bomatic GmbH  
Germakehre 7 
D - 25479 Ellerau Germany 
Telephone: +49 / 41 06 - 76 72 - 0 
Fax:          +49 /41 06 - 76 72 - 50 
info@bomatic.de 
www.bomatic.de 

UK & Ireland distributor: 
 

Fercell Engineering Limited 
Unit 1, Old Mill Lane 
Aylesford, Kent, ME20 7DT, United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0) 845 130 4014 
Fax:          +44 (0) 845 130 4015 
info@fercell.com 
www.fercell.com       

Master at breaking and shredding 

Vertical Shredder Rotacrex Series 

Clearly Ahead: 

The Unicrex Granulator Series 

Technical Data
Vertical Shredder Rotacrex Series 

 

R750  |  R1200  | R1600  

Material output adjustment

The output of the Rotacrex is via a variably adjustable vertical slider gate. The height of which controls 
the required output size.  

Should the slider be set at a nearly closed position the Rotacrex will produce a fine output material 
with the opposite producing a coarse output for further processing. 

Advantages:

 Extremely efficient material breakdown as either a primary of secondary shredding source 

 Outstanding “balling” of metal materials

 High resistance to unrefined input materials damage 

 Wide variety of percussion tools available dependent on materials to be shredded 

 Excellent energy efficiency, simple reliable machine technology 

 Uncomplicated simple and low-cost parts replacement means low maintenance costs 

 Excellent future proofing investment. 

R750 R1200 R1600 

Small outlet gate opening = fine material Wide outlet gate opening = coarse material 



  Technical Data 

Uncompromising: 

User-friendly Design 

Maximum breaking and shredding power 

 

    Impact Tool 

 
 
Method of Operation 
 
Material is introduced into the machine via the top housing opening. A vertical impact tool, mounted to 
the floor of the crushing chamber is rotating at high speed.  As the material enters the chamber by 
gravity, it comes into contact with the  impact tool carrying a number of fixed plates  in easily changed 
holders. 
 
The material repeatedly comes into contact with the impact tool as it moves around the chamber at the 
same time being further broken up by the impact load. When attaining the specified size the output ex-
its via the variable gate for conveying. 
 
One of the many key features of this vertical shredding process is the impact plate design. These are  
mounted in such a manner that  should a heavy object come into contact with a plate it will swing 
backwards to avoid transmission or further machine damage. After impact the plate swings back into 
position to continue as part of the impact tool/ 
 
This machine can operate on a continuous basis and in some cases it is run in batch sequencing 
mode. 
 

   

 

 

 

 

  Sugar Beet 
  WEEE - Toner Cartridges 

  Animal digestate   WEEE - Electronic waste 

  Abattoir Waste    MBT scrap 
(Mechanical biological treatment) 




